



















Scientific Viewpoints and Ways of Thinking 理科の見方・考え方，Mathematical Thinking 数学的な考え方，














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































（関数 y＝f (x) における，xの値のaからbへの変化に対するxの増分
⊿x=b－a とyの増分⊿y＝f (b)－f (a）の比，⊿y/⊿x）や，微分係
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A Study on the Improvement of Science Class Using 
“Functional Viewpoints and Ways of Thinking” 
: From Cross-Curricular Perspective of Mathematics and Science
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ABSTRACT
The report of the national survey on academic ability in 2012 [lower secondary school] showed that there is a problem 
in understanding “relation of quantity” in both mathematics and science.  On the other hand, in the course of study in 2017, 
it was required to realize deep learning and to making full use of cross-curriculum learning by exercising “viewpoints and 
ways of thinking” specific to the subjects.  In order to conduct mathematics and science classes that meet this demand in 
education, I think that it is necessary to clarify “viewpoints and ways of thinking” that the two subjects have in common.
Therefore, first, in order to make it possible to have pupils work on learning by making “viewpoints and ways of 
thinking” work easily, we set more detailed viewpoints and ways of thinking and showed “scientific viewpoints and ways of 
thinking” in a two-tiered structure, based on “scientific viewpoints and ways of thinking” exemplified in the science working 
group of the Central Education Council according to the process of inquiry and the contents of learning in the lower 
order.  Next, after extracting “viewpoints and ways of thinking” on the relationship between the two quantities from them, 
examine the consistency with “mathematical thinking” proposed by Shigeo Katagiri, and we set “functional viewpoints and 
ways of thinking” as “viewpoints and ways of thinking” that mathematics and science can be shared.  Furthermore, learning 
such as density, mass percentage concentration, Hooke’s law, Ohm’s law, etc. in lower secondary school science can be done 
as cross-curriculum learning by using “functional viewpoints and ways of thinking” shared with mathematics, and we also 
mentioned that “functional viewpoints and ways of thinking” can be applied to the differentiation of high school mathematics 
and the mechanics of physics.
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